
50+ Years Of Industry Expertise Providing Results

Premier 
Optimal  

Performance

Innovation Maximizing ROI

AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS  
THAT DRIVE  

YOUR FULFILLMENT



No one in the material handling 
industry has a higher repeat  
customers rate than DMW&H
50 years of providing operations 
driven solutions as “The Premier 
Solution Provider” 
Automated material handling 
solutions focused on Customer 
ROI and tailored to maximize 
optimal performance

The Best Kept Secret in the Material Handling Industry Market Leading Solutions & Services

Not only does DMW&H deal with any challenging  
project, but there is also always mutual respect,  
communications, and openminded attitudes. 

Post and Parcel Customer

DMW&H’s innovative hybrid solution was  
transformational for our fulfillment operations.   

Shannon Gary, VP of Operations, Alliance Beverage

There is a long history between DMW&H that has  
established trust that allows us to challenge each other  
a little differently…that was really critical to our  
ability to delivering game changing technology.

Bill Best, VP Supply Chain, REI

Tailored solutions for Beverage, Retail, and Post and Parcel

“

“

“

“

“

“

Top places to work
Our corporate culture is to 
treat everyone like family
Customer’s experience is 
“Whatever it takes!”
Recognized Industry Expert
Top 20 Material Handling 
Integrator  



Tailored Warehouse Control System
DMW&H’s Tailored Warehouse Control System streamlines your distribution center with a uniformed interface, offering you the flexibility  
to adapt to any technology. Able to easily integrate with order fulfillment technologies, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, and  
warehouse management systems (WMS). This order fulfillment software controls your automated distribution center, communicating  
between the WMS and all the material handling equipment to create an efficient fulfillment process.

Market Leading Solutions & Services

Our Partners Provide the ‘Best of Breed’ Equipment

Industry Leading Innovative Solutions

SURF Dispenser Solution 
DMW&H’s SURF Dispenser Solution is an unrivaled automated 
wave releasing solution that offers high volume fulfillment in a 
compressed footprint. 

STEPS Palletizing Solution
DMW&H’s STEPS Palletizing Solution targets inefficient end of 
line mixed palletizing operations. 

RSU
DMW&H’s RSU - Reliable Sortation Unit has been the standard 
of cost-effective unit sortation for more than 25 years. Modular 
and scalable, the RSU offers maximum flexibility while reducing 
footprint in your warehouse. 



Let Us DRIVE  Your Fulfillment

About Us
DMW&H is a premier Automated Material Handling Systems Integrator headquartered  
in Northern NJ. Our employees have recognized us as one of the best places to work  

in New Jersey for eight continuous years. As a leading automation company,  
DMW&H specializes in the design, integration, installation, and support of  

innovative distribution centers material handling systems.

Let’s Connect

PHONE  |  201-933-7840WEBSITE  |  www.dmwandh.com EMAIL  |  info@dmwandh.com 


